THEOREM B. Suppose G' is an abelian p-group with p > 3. If d(G') <~ 3, then G' = FG.
Rodney [12] and the author [4] have independently proved Theorem B (for all p) if G' has exponent p or G' ~ ZG. The result is false for d(G') = 4 (cf. [5] ). Next groups with small abelian commutator subgroups are studied. This yields:
THEOREM C. Suppose K is an abelian group of even order. Then there exists a group G with G' = K 4= FG if and only if (i) K_~C(2) xAIxA2×A
3 or
(ii) K--~C(2'~)XA1XA2, wherelAil> 1 anda~2.
Finally by considering the remaining cases, the smallest groups with G' 4: FG are determined.
THEOREM D. If(i) IG[ < 96 or (ii) [G'I < 16, then G' =FG.
The example of Fite shows (ii) is best possible. An example is given to show that (i) cannot be improved.
PRELIMINARIES
The results of this section will be used throughout the paper. First we need some commutator calculus. Let x y = y-lxy. The first lemma is standard (cf. [3, p. 18] ). The next lemma is due to MacDonald [10] and allows us to reduce the case G finite whenever G' is.
LEMMA 2,2. If G' is finite, then there exists a finite group H and an isomorphism ~o of G' and H' such that ~o(FG) = FH. If G is not nilpotent, then H can be taken not to be nilpotent.
Two elements x, y ~ G are semiconjugate if (x) --(yZ~ for some z E G. LEMMA 2.3 (Honda [7] 
[T,R] -=-R, and if P is abelian, then P=R × Cp(T).

If R is abelian, d(R) <~ 2, and t C T' -Cr(P), then [t, R] --R.
If R is abelian and d(R) <~ 2, there exists t ~ T such that
(i) (ii) (iii) It, R] =R.
(iv)
Proof. So to prove (iii), it suffices to assume p = 2. Let G be a minimal counterexample. By [6] Remarks. 1. It is still true for p = 2 and G as above that there exists y C G with G'= Fy(G). However, one must be more selective as to which element is chosen. By considering the dihedral group of order 16, we see that (ii) does not hold. 
If R is cyclic, then T/Cr(P ) is cyclic.
, G' is not cyclic. First suppose y C G -C. Say [y, u] = a ~ [y, G'] q~(G'). Set H= (y, u, G'}. Then H' = ([y, G'], a) = G' _c q~(H). Thus H = (y, u) = G by minimality. By (ii), [u, G'] el: U2G,[y, G'] = M. Thus a" ~ a-l(mod M). Let K = (u,y 2, G'). Then g'= ([u, y2], [y2, a], [u, a], [K, G'])= (a2, M)=rK. By Lemma 2.5, J = {aib ] i odd, b C M} _c FG. So G' = J U K' = FG. Thus G = C. Note if [u, v] = a, then (u, v)' ~ (a, ep(G')) 4= G',
LEMMA 3.2. Let P be a p-subgroup of G, t a p'-element of Nc(P), and s C P. If It, P] is abelian, then Fts(P ) = it, P] Fs(P ).
Proof Let R = [t, P]. Then R is normal in P. Hence by Lemma 2.1(iii), 607/45/3-8
Fts(P ) ~_ RFs(P ).
To prove the other inclusion, we induct on IR[. If IRI = 1, the result is trivial. Otherwise K = R n ZP 4= { 1 }, and by Lemma 2.6(i), we
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we can assume G is finite. Let P C Sylp(G). Since 
G' = R(FG) = R (,?p Fs(P) ) : U F's(P) =
One more lemma is needed to prove Theorem A. Proof of Theorem A. By the above lemma, we can assume P* is normal in G. The proof of Lemma 2.6(ii) shows that if t E G' -C~(P*), then P* = It, P*] ___r~.
Hence we can assume that P*~ZG'
and so G' =P* ×K. Set 
N = N~(P)
.
This shows there exists G with P C Sylp(G), P abelian P ~ G', d(P) = 3,
and PcLFG. It also shows that Theorem 3.1(iii) is false if d(G')= 3 and p = 2. The next example shows it is false for p = 3 as well. The above examples show that p > 3 is necessary in Theorem B. The next lemma shows why. ([x, H'], a p2, bP~) ). Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Pick P ~ Sylp(G) and Q @ Sylq(G). Set P* =PN G' and Q* = QN G' = (c). Suppose first that P is not normal in G. By the Frattini argument, G = G'Na(P)= (c)Na(P). (P) ). Since 4Xq v, the argument in Theorem 3.1(ii) shows that Ft(T)= Q*. As above there exists s E P with Fts(P ) = P*.
LEMMA 3.7. Let G be a p-group with p > 3. If x, y are elements of G such that Ix, Y] = a, a y = b, ab = ba, and y E N~((a, b)), then [x, yP] ~ aP(mod(b p, a°2)).
Proof
Set A = (b p, aV2). Then b y -barp(mod A
)
'). Thus a E (K, zP) ' = K'. Hence a C FK, a contradiction. Thus [G, G'] n ~(G')= {1}. Hence [G, G'] (a91G' and ¢(G')~ ZG. So if aP ~ 1, G' = FG(a p) and a ¢ FG. Since 1121(ZG')I ) p 2, ZG ) [a, G] = F,~(G). Thus a[a, G]
Now
Fts(T ) -~ Ft(T )
mod P* -= Q* mod P*.
Hence 
Hence U/Cu(P ) is cyclic, and so we can assume v E Cv(P ). Then if e E Z and s E P*,
[vet, us] = [v usl' It, us] = [v e, u]' [t, s][t, u].
Since F,(P*)-~ P* and Fu((v))= Q*, the result follows.
Theorem C now follows from Example 3.5, Theorem 4.1, and the result for Proof Let P CSylp(G') and TCSylz(G' ). If P is normal, then by Lemma 2.7, P ~ ZG', and hence G' = P X T. As p ~ l(mod 3), this implies [G: G'] ~4. Hence we can assume H=(P r) has order at least 4p. Thus G/H is nilpotent of order at most 6. Hence H= G' =P [P, T] , and so G" = [P, T] = T. Thus p= 3, T~ Qs; the quaternion group, and [G: G'] = 2. Then FG~PU G" =PU 7". So if x ~ G' --FG, x must have order 6. Say P = (x2). Now since P _~ G',
G' ~ G(p) X C(p) × C(p)
(
N6(P)~ C6(P ) = P = N6(P ) ~ G'.
Thus we can pick y ~ G with y inverting x 2. Then y acts on T as an outer 
